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_AJL5512:
Veeravasanth Rao shows the worms he caught from his field which shows a positive impact of the Zero-Budget Natural Farming (ZBNF) practices he has implemented at his brinjal farm in Andhra Pradesh, India.

_AJL5813:
Veeravasanth Rao and Sudha Rani, farmers from Agapally village in the Krishna district, India, prepares and spray ‘Dhravajeevammrutham’ (bio-fertilizer) as part of the Zero-Budget Natural Farming at their Brinjal farm.

_AJL5995;_AJL6018;_AJL6080;_AJL6201;_AJL6361:
Farmer Usha Rani from Agapally village in the Krishna district, India, removes drumsticks to show the seeds inside.

_AJL6487:
Venkat Ratnam and Kurre Padma at their kitchen garden in the village Ramachandrapuram, India, where they have adopted Zero Budget Natural Farming.

_AJL6713:
A farmer uses ‘Ghanajeeamruth’ in his Banana plantation in Agapally village, Andhra Pradesh, India.

_AJL6728:
Ladies prepares ‘Ghanajeevamrutham’ in their field in the Agapally village, India, as part of the Zero-Budget Natural Farming initiative.

_AJL6861;AJL7174:

A farmer prepares ‘Dashparnikashayam’ at his field as part of the Zero-Budget Natural Farming initiative in Andhra Pradesh, India.

_AJL7393:

Reddy Prasad Rao, from the Agapally village, India, is one of the farmers who has successfully implemented the Zero-Budget Natural Farming (ZBNF) practice.